**Pete's Pet Posse Statue** (OSU Celebration Garden)
**Artist:** Jim Franklin

This sculpture includes a bench so you can sit right down next to it. Many artists come up with ways to combine art with functional objects. If you were a sculptor, what kind of art would you design that could be used by the viewer?

---

**Singing Heart** (Student Union Mothers' Garden)
**Artist:** Allan Houser

Why do you think the artist titled this sculpture Singing Heart? What makes your heart sing?

---

**Abstract Orange** (Student Union Plaza)
**Artist:** Allan Houser

This sculpture is monochromatic, which means it uses only one color. Make a drawing using only one color in the space below:

---

**Bonus Challenge:** How many works of art can you find on OSU campus? Which one is your favorite?
**Wind Turbine** *(Block 34 -corner of 9th and Duncan)*  
*Artist:* Yatika Fields; Turbine designed by OSU students

What are some ways you can make your house more eco-friendly? Or to make Stillwater more eco-friendly?

---

**Rocker IV** *(OSU Museum of Art, 720 S. Husband)*  
*Artist:* David Deming

How many different shapes can you find that the artist used in the design of this sculpture?

---

**Citizens** *(Downtown Stillwater)*  
*Sculptures cast by Bronzman Foundry*  

What would you name the citizens? If they could talk, what do you think they would say?

---

**Angie Debo** *(SPL - 1107 S. Duck St.)*  
*Artist:* Phyllis Mantik

If someone were to make a statue of you for your accomplishments, what would the statue be celebrating? How would you want the statue to be posed?

Draw a sketch of your statue below:

---

**Transformers** *(G&M Body Shops -5104 W. 6th & 2207 E. 6th)*  
Built in Thailand, rebuilt by Mike McCubbin

Some sculptures are made of found objects. What car parts can you see that were used to make these sculptures?

---

**Cooksey's Corner Mural** *(824 S. Main St.)*  
*Artist:* Dr. Bob Palmer

This mural shows scenes from Stillwater's history. If you were to make a mural to represent you or your family's history, what would you paint?

Draw a picture of your mural below: